
MICHIGAN HIGH SCHOOL MOCK TRIAL TOURNAMENT  

2019 CASE MATERIALS UPDATE 

 

January 15, 2019 

 

1. Case Summary- pg. 50, 3rd paragraph:  deleted the word “they” from the first sentence. 

 

2. Complaint- pg. 53:  simple formatting edit in the caption. 

 

3. Answer- pg. 56:  simple formatting edit in the caption. 

 

4. Stipulations-pgs. 59-60:   

 

a. Added to stipulation #4 as follows:  “but, with the exception of Exhibits #3 and 

#4, other objections not founded upon authenticity may be argued by either 

party.” 

b. Added Stipulation #5 as follows:  “Morgan Pearce’s gender is male and should be 

played as male gender for the purposes of this Mock-Trial.  No other witnesses 

have gender restrictions.” 

c. Renumbered remaining Stipulations accordingly. 

 

5. Jury Instructions:  Minor formatting edits on Jury Instructions pgs. 64, 66 and 67 (made 

some captions bold). 

 

6. Witness Listing-pg. 70:  Added the word “Male” to Morgan Pearce listing. 

 

7. Kelly Simon Affidavit:   

 

a. Pg. 75; Line 95:  changed “Exhibit #8” to “Exhibit #7”. 

b. Pg. 77; Line 126:  changed “Exhibit #12” to “Exhibit #11”. 

c. Pg. 77: Line 137:  changed “Exhibit #11” to “Exhibit #10”. 

 

8. Morgan Pearce Affidavit: 

 

a. Pg. 79; Lines 16-17:  changed to “I never saw any posters such as the one labeled 

Exhibit #5 or any other material about steroids in the locker room.” 

b. Pg. 80; Line 33:  changed “Exhibit #12” to “Exhibit #11”. 

c. Pg. 84; Line 109:  changed Exhibit #7” to “Exhibit #6”. 

 

9. Lynn Roper, Ph. D. Affidavit: 

 

a. Pg. 90; Lines 71 and 79:  changed mUMle to the word “muscle”. 

b. Pg. 94; Line 156:  changed “Exhibit #12” to “Exhibit #11” 

c. Pg. 94; Line 159:  changed intraUMular to the word “intramuscular”. 

 

10. Terry Swift Affidavit: 



a. Pg. 100; Line 69:  changed “Exhibit #7” to “Exhibit #6”. 

b. Pg. 101; Lines 83-84:  changed to “Through some teacher associations I received 

some posters about steroids, one of which is marked as Exhibit #5.” 

c. Pg. 103; Line 125:  changed “Exhibit #10” to “Exhibit #9”. 

 

11. Jamie Hagar, Ed.D. Affidavit: 

 

a. Pg. 107; Line 28:  changed “Exhibit #13” to “Exhibit #12”. 

b. Pg. 109; Line 75:  deleted Exhibit #5 reference. 

c. Pg. 109; Line 76:  added the word “Form”. 

d. Pg. 113; Line 161:  changed “Exhibit #10” to “Exhibit #9”. 

e. Pg. 113; Line 165:  changed “Exhibit #9” to Exhibit #8”.  

f. Pg. 114; Line 170:  changed “Exhibit #13” to “Exhibit #12”. 

 

12. Aubrey Brady Affidavit: 

 

a. Pg. 122; Line 161:  changed “Exhibit #13” to “Exhibit #12”. 

b. Pg. 123:  Changed Notary information to “State of Michigan”. 

 

13. Exhibits Available to Both Parties Document, pg. 125:  Corrected Exhibit #6 listing. 

 

14. Exhibit #1, pg. 126:  Small formatting change so that the words “General Provisions” can 

be seen. 

 

15. Exhibit #3, pg. 128: 

 

a. Changed Jordan Simon’s address to Michigan 

b. Corrected a misspelling of the word “Sheriff” 

 

16. Exhibit #5, pg. 132:   

 

a. Deleted “for Females” from the title of the exhibit 

b. Deleted “to females than they are to males” from the caption 

c. Deleted references to “women” from the website address 

 

17. Exhibit #10, 2nd Page:   

a. Retitled the second page of Exhibit #10 to clarify that it is the second page of the 

Article titled “U.S.E.’s Black Eyes & Nosebleeds” 

b. Changed the misspelling of “muscle” 

 

18. Training Schedule Document:  Renumbered to Exhibit #11 (was Exhibit #12) 

 

19. Spartan Academy Drug and Alcohol Abuse Policy:  Renumbered to Exhibit #12 (was 

Exhibit #13) 


